Changes that I want in Thunderbird

-The shortcut should just be called “Thunderbird” instead of “Mozilla Thunderbird” for the sake of consistency with the Firefox shortcut.

-A logo redesign would be nice (or just use the one that’s currently used for the nightly build of Thunderbird). The Thunderbird logo was last updated in August of 2018, while the Firefox logo was last updated in October of 2019. As a result, both logos aren’t completely consistent with each other. The Thunderbird logo doesn’t look as minimal as the Firefox logo does.

-The blue spinning orb in Thunderbird should be replaced with the blue line in Firefox that bounces back and forth.
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-The chat feature in Thunderbird is very archaic. For one, Google Talk has long since been discontinued and has stopped working altogether. Thanks to social media, IRC is largely obsolete nowadays, and I've never even heard of “Odnoklassniki” or “XMPP” before. The chat feature in Thunderbird should either be abolished or completely revamped.

- Put the default Thunderbird themes in “Options” instead of “Add-ons Manager” to make it easier for people to find dark mode. 😊

-A built-in feature for syncing Google Contacts with the address book in Thunderbird would be really great.

-A mobile Thunderbird app (I cannot even begin to imagine how many suggestions there are for a mobile Thunderbird app 😊) is something that I've wanted for a long time now. Please consider it!
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-An option for a bigger, more touch friendly user interface would be much appreciated. The current Thunderbird user interface isn't ideal for touch devices.